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me 35 - me 40 - k 100 evo edge banders ever more powerful

The SCM me 35, me 40 and k 100 evo edge banders are now enriched with new devices that
make them even more performing and the technological reference point for the edge banding
in the joinery machines sector. 
The new devices improve the machines versatility and productivity and the finish quality of
the panels. 

New Glue Scraping Unit 
The new “glue scraping unit” with rotating copying device allows to machine without any
problem even the most delicate panels. 
Reliability, ease-of-use and dimensions are unchanged compared to the previous model. 

New Edge Scraping Unit 
The new “edge scraping unit”, implemented with a numerical indicator for the horizontal
adjustment, enables a quick positioning of the unit during the processing of edges with
different thicknesses.

New Nesting Copying Devices
The nesting copying devices, for the trimming unit and the edge scraping unit, allow to
machine without any problem panels coming from “nesting” production cycle (with seats for
hinges executed before the edge banding phase). 
Can be ordered with the machine or a later time. 

WATCH THE VIDEO

https://app.leadbi.com/newsletters/[[email_url]]
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Glue pot for PUR glue with rapid purging system
It is ideal to work with polyurethane glue or when using glues of different colors. The new
rapid purging system highly increases the machine productivity, reducing downtimes for
cleaning and glue replacement operations.

WATCH THE VIDEO

IR Lamp
Ideal for those who work in cold environments, it considerably optimizes the gluing quality by
heating the panel before the glue application. 

Lighting of the machine interior
The high efficiency LED lamp improves the view of the operating units inside the machine
without needing to open its door. This device is particularly useful for a safe observation of
the machine during the processing.
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